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Abstract: In this study, microsized and nanosized silicon carbide particles (SiCps) were successfully incorporated 

into commercial pure copper to form a surface metal matrix composite by friction stir processing (FSP) at 

low-heat-input conditions. A cluster of blind holes on a copper plate was used as particle deposition technique 

during the fabrication of the composite. Pin-on-disc testing was performed under dry sliding conditions to 

determine the wear characteristics of prepared composite surfaces. The homogeneity of particle distribution both 

inside the copper matrix and in the wear scar was determined via microstructural observations. It was observed 

that both microsized and nanosized SiCps were well distributed and homogenous in a stir zone; particles observed 

were without defects, and good bonding was observed between SiCps and the copper matrix. Comparisons 

between Cu/SiCp composite layers and friction stir processed (FSPed) Cu and as-received Cu showed that 

Cu/SiCp nanocomposite layers exhibited superior microhardness and dry sliding wear characteristics. 
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1  Introduction 

Pure copper and its alloys are attracting considerable 

interest worldwide because of their high thermal/ 

electrical conductivity, high plasticity, high formability, 

and good corrosion resistance. However, their poor 

wear resistance causes some limitations for appli-

cations [1]. In many engineering applications, surface 

properties are considered more important than bulk 

properties when deciding the lifetime of components. 

Hence, it is of significant interest to optimize the 

surface of components by reinforcing them with ceramic 

particles while leaving the bulk properties of the 

inner matrix intact. Modification of the surface layer 

using reinforced ceramic particles leads to the pro-

duction of a surface metal matrix composite (SMMC)  

[2]; SMMCs are novel materials with superior 

mechanical and tribological properties when compared 

with metal matrix composites (MMCs) [3, 4]. Although 

several techniques are available to fabricate surface 

composites, friction stir processing (FSP) is a simple, 

green, and low-energy-consumption method based 

on the principles of friction stir welding to prepare 

surface-level composites with superior properties. 

FSP is a one-step thermomechanical solid-phase process 

that results in a dense solid without porosity, an 

absence of interfacial reactions (i.e., no detrimental 

phases), and a strong bonding between reinforcements 

and matrix material. SMMCs are one of the novel 

applications of FSP [5]. Asadi et al. [6] employed FSP 

to develop a composite layer on the surface of an 

as-cast AZ91 magnesium alloy using 5 μm and 30 nm 

SiC particles. The effect of nanosized silicon carbide 

particles (SiCps) on the grain size and hardness of  

the composite layer was found to be more impressive  

than that of microsized particles. The second FSP 
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pass further enhanced the distribution of SiCps and 

increased the hardness of the composite layer. Similarly, 

Dolatkhah et al. [7] fabricated MMCs on the surface 

of 5052 aluminum sheets using 5 μm and 50 nm SiCps 

via FSP. Results show that the change of tool rotational 

direction between FSP passes, increase in FSP passes, 

and decrease of SiCp size enhance hardness and wear 

properties.  

Copper-based MMCs reinforced with ceramics have 

been gaining much attention owing to their good 

mechanical, thermal, and tribological properties [8]. 

Barmouz et al. [9] produced Cu/SiC surface composites 

using micron-sized SiCps via FSP using different 

process parameters to enhance the surface properties 

of the composites. Higher traverse speeds resulted in 

poorer dispersion of SiCps and consequently reduced 

the microhardness values of MMC layers. It was found 

that on the addition of SiCps, wear resistance and 

friction coefficients were improved. Barmouz et al. [10] 

also developed Cu/SiCp surface composites via FSP 

with microsized and nanosized SiCps using the groove 

method for SiCp deposition. The size of SiCps con-

siderably influenced the grain size and wear rate   

of the Cu/SiCp surface composite. Nanosized SiCps 

yielded finer grains and lower wear rates compared 

to microsized SiCps. Multiple FSP passes enhanced 

the distribution of SiCps in the Cu matrix. 

The agglomeration of reinforcement particles during 

FSP deteriorates the microstructure and mechanical 

properties of surface composites [11, 12]. During 

composite fabrication by FSP, the reinforced particle 

deposition technique plays a vital role in obtaining 

agglomeration-free composites, which influence the 

final surface performance of the final composite [13]. 

Recently, Akramifard et al.  [14] investigated the 

effectiveness of FSP where net holes are used in the 

particle deposition technique rather than the more 

conventional groove method for the successful fabrica-

tion of Cu/SiCp surface composites with enhanced 

mechanical properties. Similarly, Sabbaghian et al. [15] 

developed a Cu/TiCp surface composite using a set 

of fine holes for TiCps on a Cu sheet and investigated 

the effect of TiCps on the mechanical properties and 

microstructure. However, there is still a lack of infor-

mation regarding the effect of particle size (microsized 

and nanosized) and a set of blind holes as the particle 

deposition technique on surface-level composites by 

FSP. To date, there has rarely been a successful research 

on the effect of particle size and a set of blind holes as 

the particle deposition technique on the microstruc-

ture, particle distribution, microhardness, and wear 

characteristics of copper-based surface composites 

through FSP at adequate heat-input conditions. The 

present study mainly aims to describe the wear 

properties of copper-based microcomposites and nano-

composites prepared by FSP using a set of blind holes 

as the particle (SiCp) deposition technique. These wear 

properties are then compared with those of friction 

stir processed (FSPed) Cu and as-received Cu. 

2 Experimental methods 

In this study, commercially pure (99.98%) copper rolled 

plates of 150 mm × 50 mm × 6 mm were used as the 

base material. Commercial microsized (~12 μm) and 

nanosized (~50 nm) SiCps were selected as reinfor-

cement materials because of their good reinforcement 

properties and availability. A scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM) image of as-received microsized and 

nanosized SiCps is shown in Fig. 1. In FSP apparatus, 

the pin is the most important part; it plays a crucial 

role in the flow and mixing of materials. The use of a 

pin with a threaded profile enhances the flow and 

distribution of reinforcement particles in a matrix [6]. 

In this study, a reusable FSP tool was made of H13 steel 

with a hardness of 58 HRC. The pin had a straight 

cylindrical profile, 18 mm shoulder diameter, 3 mm 

probe length, and 6 mm diameter. The manufactured 

tool and its geometry are shown in Fig. 2(a). A cluster of 

blind holes with a diameter of 2 mm and depth of 3 mm 

was used for applying SiCps, as shown in Fig. 2(b), to 

obtain agglomeration-free surface composites. Two 

K-type thermocouples (1.6 mm diameter/±1.1 accuracy) 

were used to measure the peak temperature variation 

below the FSP tool shoulder. Thermocouples were 

inserted in blind holes drilled from the bottom of the 

Cu plate near the perimeter of the FSP tool shoulder 

and orthogonal to the path of the tool. Note that the 

thermocouples were inserted close to the surface of 

the plate, i.e., 0.15 mm from the top, considering the 

plunge depth of the tool (0.1 mm). Figure 2(c) schemati-

cally shows the locations of the thermocouples (TC1 

and TC2) inserted at the advancing side (AS) and 

retreating side (RS) prior to FSP runs. 
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At the start of FSP, blind holes were covered with 

an FSP tool without the pin; this prevented SiCps 

from being displaced from the blind holes during 

processing. The tool with the pin was then penetrated 

into the plate until the shoulder of the tool was 0.1 mm 

below the plate surface, achieving effective contact 

for frictional heating to obtain good formation in the 

processed zone. Single-pass FSP experiments were 

performed in a conventional vertical milling machine 

(3 HP and 2,000 rpm ratings). The microcomposite and 

nanocomposite samples processed by FSP at a constant 

speed of 500 rpm, processing speed of 50 mm/min, 

tool tilt angle of 1°, and axial force of 10 KN, which 

resulted in a relatively higher hardness with an 

effective particle distribution of SiCps, were selected 

for wear testing and compared with plain FSPed Cu 

processed under the same conditions and as-received 

Cu. Table 1 shows the sample categorization followed 

in this study. The distribution of dispersed SiCps  

was observed by optical microscopy (OM), SEM, and 

field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM). 

The microhardness profile of the stir zone (SZ) was 

determined across the cross-section of the samples 

with a constant load of 0.25 kgf and dwelling period 

of 15 s. Wear testing was conducted using pin-on-disc 

Table 1 Sample categorization. 

Sample Condition of specimen sample 

S1 As-received pure copper 

S2 Plain FSPed copper at 500 rpm and 50 mm/min 

S3 
Micro-sized Cu/SiC composite at 500 rpm and 

50 mm/min 

S4 
Nano-sized Cu/SiC composite at 500 rpm and  

50 mm/min 

 

Fig. 1 (a) SEM image of micro-sized SiCp and (b) FESEM image of nano-sized SiCp. 

 

Fig. 2 (a) FSP tool & its geometry (D—shoulder diameter, d—pin diameter, L—pin length); (b) design of blind holes (2mm diameter 
and 3mm depth) on Cu plate; (c) thermocouple locations. 
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apparatus as per ASTM G99-04 standard. The wear 

tests were performed under dry sliding conditions 

with a constant load of 30 N, sliding distance of 500 m, 

and sliding speed of 1.0 m/s. Thereafter, the worn 

surfaces of the samples were investigated by SEM. 

3 Results and discussion 

3.1 Macrostructure and temperature history during 

FSP 

The amount of heat generated during FSP is an 

important factor when producing a defect-free FSPed 

zone and very crucial in controlling the resulting 

microstructure and consequently the mechanical 

properties [16]. The thermocouple placement was 

intended to enable the assessment of peak temperature 

variation (heat-input variations) in both the AS and 

RS of the SZ (as in Fig. 2(c)). It was experimentally 

observed that peak temperatures were higher on the 

AS than RS in all three samples (FSPed Cu, micro-

composites, and nanocomposites) processed at 500 rpm 

and 50 mm/min [17]. Table 2 shows the defect-free 

macrostructure and peak temperature variations for 

FSPed Cu and fabrication of surface-level micro-

composites and nanocomposites by FSP. The peak 

temperature rise varies between 328 °C and 358 °C, 

indicating that low-heat-input conditions occurred 

during FSP, where the grain refinement phenomenon 

was dominant, and that no phase transformation 

occurred during FSP [18]. It can be observed that  

the peak temperature for microcomposites is slightly 

higher than that for nanocomposites; this is because  

of the presence of microsized SiCps, which resist the 

material flow more than nanosized SiCps during FSP.  

3.2 Microstructural characterization 

The X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of microsized 

and nanosized SiCp reinforced surface composites by 

FSP are shown in Fig. 3. The peaks of SiCps in both 

the microcomposites and nanocomposites appear weak 

because the volume fraction of SiCps is smaller than 

that of Cu [19]. Figures 3(a) and (b) show that there is 

no evidence of a new phase (intermetallic compounds). 

This can be attributed to adequate heat generation 

during FSP. Moreover, some SiC reflections disappeared 

because of the good dispersion and size reduction  

of SiCps. The microscopic images of as-received Cu, 

the SZ section of the FSPed specimen, and surface 

composites are shown in Figs. 4(a)–4(d). The mean 

grain size in as-received Cu used in this study is 30 μm. 

It was observed from the OM images (Figs. 4(a) and 

(b)) of as-received Cu and FSPed Cu that the grain 

size was significantly reduced to 7 μm because of the 

low-heat-input conditions during FSP [17]. As shown 

in Fig. 4(c), performing FSP leads to the fabrication  

of a dynamically recrystallized ultra-fine-grained 

structure (grain size ~2 μm) with uniform distribution 

of microsized SiCps in the surface composite layer. 

Figure 4(d) shows the FESEM image of the nano-

composite layer with uniform dispersion of nanosized 

SiCps using a set of blind holes as the particle (SiCp) 

deposition technique during FSP. Figure 4(e) is a mag-

nified version of Fig. 4(d). Results of energy-dispersive 

X-ray analysis are shown in Fig. 5. This shows the  

Table 2 Macrostructure and peak temperature variation during FSP of samples. 

Peak temperature (°C) 
Sample Macrostructure 

Retreating side (TC2) Advancing side (TC1) 

S2-FSPed Cu 

 

315 328 

S3-Microcomposite  

 

342 358 

S4-Nanocomposite  

 

338 352 
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presence of elements such as Si, C, and Cu in a 

nanocomposite layer with quantitative results. The 

percentage of SiCps in the prepared surface com-

posites was found to be 1.75% by volume. 

3.3 Microhardness 

Table 3 shows the average grain size of as-received 

Cu and the SZ of the specimens produced by FSP 

without reinforcement particles and with microsized 

and nanosized SiCp reinforced composites. The 

microhardness of the processed Cu plates is normally 

influenced by heat generation and subsequent   

grain refinement [17]. According to the Hall–Petch 

relationship, hardness increases as grain size decreases. 

The grain size in the SZ of the FSPed Cu sample 

decreases to 7 μm because of adequate input conditions 

(500 rpm and 50 mm/min), which increase the average 

microhardness in the SZ to 103 HV from the average 

hardness of pure Cu (97 HV). 

The fine-grain refinement in the microcomposites 

and nanocomposites produced by FSP is related to the 

presence of SiCps that were uniformly distributed 

among the grain boundaries of a matrix and restricted 

the grain growth during solidification. The average 

hardness of the surface-level composites in the SZ was 

found to be 168 HV with the addition of microsized  

 

Fig. 3 X-ray diffraction pattern of Cu/SiCp (a) micro-composite and (b) nano-composite. 

 

Fig. 4 Optical micrographs of (a) as-received Cu, (b) FSPed Cu, (c) micro-composite, and FESEM image of (d) nano-composite and 
(e) higher magnification of (d). 
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SiCps and 189 HV with the addition of nanosized 

SiCps. The measured average microhardness of the 

nanocomposites was ~95% higher than that of pure Cu 

and ~13% higher than that of the microcomposites. 

Figure 6 shows the hardness variation of the FSPed 

sample and surface composites from as-received Cu. 

The increase in hardness was attributed to the fine 

dispersion of SiCps and the fine grain size of the 

copper matrix (as revealed in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d)). 

Increasing hardness in the SZ during FSP with SiCp 

addition can be attributed to the following: 

1. Hard phase dispersion of SiCps (Orowan 

strengthening mechanism). 

2. Grain refinement in the SZ (Hall–Petch 

relationship). 

3. Quench hardening (due to the variation in thermal 

reduction between SiCps and Cu matrix). 

 

Fig. 6 Variation of microhardness in as-received Cu, FSPed Cu 
and Cu/SiC composite samples. 

4. Work hardening (caused by the strain misfit 

between elastic SiCps and plastic Cu). 

3.4 Wear behavior 

Pin-on-disc wear testing was performed using flat 

pins (6 mm diameter) prepared from the composite 

 

Fig. 5 EDAX report with quantitative results of nano-composite layer. 

Table 3 Wear characteristics of various samples. 

Sample Grain size  
(~ µm) 

Co-efficient of 
friction (µ) 

Wear rate 
(10−5g/cm) 

Wear resistance 
(105cm/g) 

Wear resistance 
(105m/Kg) 

S1-As received Cu 30 0.314 1.7993 0.55577 0.055577 

S2-FSPed Cu 7 0.332 0.9965 1.00351 0.100351 

S3-Microcomposite 2 0.598 0.5998 1.66722 0.166722 

S4-Nanocomposite < 2 0.643 0.3999 2.50063 0.250063 
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samples. The pin was positioned perpendicular to 

flat EN31 steel plates with a hardness of 62 HRC. Dry 

sliding tests were performed as detailed in ASTM  

G99-04 using a constant load of 30 N, sliding distance 

of 500 m, and sliding speed of 1.0 m/s. In the pin-on- 

disc apparatus, the disc rotates, and the pin remains 

stationary. The rotation of the disc creates a sliding 

path where the pin has been in contact with the plate. 

The rpm was adjusted according to the preset linear 

sliding speed and the diameter of the wear track. To 

study the wear behavior of samples and the effect of 

reinforcement particles on wear resistance, the material 

removed from the samples was weighed using a 

precision electronic balance with ±0.1 mg accuracy. 

Wear rate was calculated using Eq. (1), which shows 

the relationship between weight loss and sliding 

distance of the samples: 




r 2

w
W

rnt
              (1) 

where Wr is the wear rate in g/cm, ∆w is the difference 

in the weight of the specimen before and after wear 

testing in g, 2πr is the sliding distance in cm, n is the 

speed in rpm, and t is the time in minutes.  

Table 3 shows the variation of the wear rate in 

g/cm for as-received Cu, FSPed Cu, microsized, and 

nanosized composite layers produced by FSP at 

rotational and processing speeds of 500 rpm and  

50 mm/min, respectively. The changes in the wear rate 

can be attributed to the following reasons. (a) Plain 

FSP of the copper sample at low-heat-input conditions 

leads to a reduction in the grain size (7 μm), which 

increases the hardness value (103 HV) of FSPed Cu [17]. 

This increase in hardness improves wear resistance  

to a greater extent than as-received Cu. (b) Presence 

of microsized and nanosized SiCps enhanced the 

microhardness of the composite layers. The good 

dispersion of SiCps and the fine grain structure are 

the main reasons for this phenomenon, which improves 

the wear resistance of composites [20]. (c) Orowan 

strengthening mechanism was due to effective bonding 

and dispersion of ceramic particles with matrix material 

[21]. (d) Decreasing direct load contact between the 

Cu/SiCp microcomposite and nanocomposite surfaces 

(pin) and the steel (disc) was because of load bearing 

component action of hard SiCps [9, 22]. 

Figure 7 shows the change in friction coefficients 

over time for a sliding distance of 500 m for different 

samples. The large changes in friction coefficients are  

Fig. 7 Coefficient of friction with time for (a) as-received Cu, (b) FSPed Cu, (c) micro-composite and (d) nano-composite. 
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caused by the periodical accumulation and elimination 

of wear debris in the wear scar and repeated banding 

structure in the tool-traveling direction [22−24]. The 

mean friction coefficients for as-received Cu, FSPed 

Cu, microsized composites, and nanosized composites 

were 0.314, 0.332, 0.598, and 0.643, respectively. 

Results showed that FSP slightly increased the friction 

coefficient for FSPed Cu because of low-heat-input 

conditions where the grain refinement was dominant. 

It can be observed that the mean friction coefficient of 

Cu/SiCp composites with microsized and nanosized 

SiCps was significantly higher than those of FSPed 

Cu and pure Cu. This may be because of the presence 

of SiCps in the composites resulting in higher wear 

resistance against the sliding contact [14, 21, 22]. It was 

also found that the wear resistance (wear resistance = 

1/wear rate) of the nanocomposites is much superior 

to microsized SiCp reinforced composites, FSPed Cu, 

and as-received Cu (Table 3). This is because of the 

relatively higher microhardness value (189 HV) and the 

presence of relatively stronger bonding between the Cu 

matrix and nanosized SiCps, as depicted in Fig. 4(d).  

For the nanocomposite layer, the presence of nano-

particles improves hardness and material strength 

against plastic deformation and reduces the adhesion 

between the wear disc and pin [25, 26]. The nano-

composite has a lower weight loss than as-received 

Cu, FSPed Cu, and microcomposites. Low material 

hardness, such as that displayed by as-received Cu 

and FSPed Cu, leads to an increase in wear volume 

and a reduction in wear resistance when load and 

sliding distance remain constant. This relationship is 

show in Eq. (2) [27]: 


V

KLD
W

H
                 (2) 

where WV is the wear volume, K is the wear coefficient, 

L is the load, D is the sliding distance, and H is the 

hardness. For the nanocomposite layer, the hardness 

of nanosized particles allows them to act as load- 

bearing components; this significantly reduces the 

contact area between the disc and soft copper matrix 

of the pin, thereby protecting it from deterioration and 

improving the wear resistance of the nanocomposite 

layer. 

3.5 Worn surface characteristics 

Figure 8 reveals the SEM images of worn surfaces of 

pure Cu, FSPed Cu, microsized, and nanosized com-

posite specimens. Figures 8(a) and 8(b) reveal deeply 

scratched grooves parallel to each other in the sliding 

direction for pure Cu and FSPed Cu where the 

adhesion dominates the sliding wear at the wear scar. 

However, a change in the wear mode was observed 

because of the presence of microsized and nanosized 

SiCps in the composite samples, which can be attri-

buted to the homogeneous distribution of SiCps in 

the SZ as a result of FSP (Figs. 8(c) and 8(d)) when 

using a set of blind holes as the particle deposition 

technique. The debris particles shown in Figs. 8(c) 

and 8(d) are related to the oxidization and removal  

of the Cu matrix and the segregation of SiCps from 

the MMC layer during wear testing. Abrasive wear 

can therefore be determined to be the dominant wear 

mechanism in the surface composite layers. As shown 

in Fig. 8(c), the microcomposite sample exhibits 

shallow abrasive grooves in the wear scar, but the 

nanocomposite sample exhibits a comparatively 

smooth wear scar and some shallow abrasive grooves 

(Fig. 8(d)) on the worn surface. 

Heat generated because of friction increases the 

temperature at the wear surface; this leads to plastic 

deformation and dislocation at the inner surface layer 

of the composites. The increase in the temperature 

causes the formation of an oxide layer, and wear debris 

became embedded in the soft copper matrix, forming 

a mechanically mixed layer (MML) on the worn 

surface. There are two conditions for the formation of 

MML in worn surfaces: one is intense plastic flow of 

the surface material, and the other is the presence of 

second phases (SiCps) in the materials that are harder 

than the counter material (EN31 hard steel disc). 

Oxidation appears to have played an important role 

because oxide particles generated from the steel counter 

face surface appeared to stabilize the MML. It can be 

observed that the formation of the MML drastically 

reduces the wear rate in the prepared composites. 

However, the presence of coarse SiCps (μm), which 

had a low integrity with the copper matrix (low heat 

input during FSP), caused the delamination of the 

MML in the microcomposite layer. The presence of 
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less debris in Fig. 8(d) compared with Fig. 8(c) is a 

sign of the superior wear resistance of Cu/SiCp nano-

composite layer. The excellent wear resistance of the 

nanocomposite is mainly attributed to the following 

reasons: (a) the higher number of nanosized SiCps than 

microsized SiCps (although the volume percentage 

was the same for both microcomposites and nano-

composites) [10], (b) good bonding of nanosized SiCps 

with the Cu matrix [20], (c) the higher microhardness 

value (189 HV) due to nanosized SiCps, and (d) SiCps 

sustaining wearing loads and impeding direct load 

contact of the Cu matrix and the disc [22]. 

4 Conclusions 

In this study, the dry sliding wear characteristics of 

prepared Cu/SiCp surface-level microcomposite and 

nanocomposite layers prepared by FSP were inves-

tigated. The conclusions are summarized as follows: 

 The microhardness of Cu/SiCp microcomposites and 

nanocomposites are higher than those of FSPed and 

as-received Cu because of the grain refinement of  

a matrix and improved distribution of 12 μm and 

50 nm SiCps in the matrix. Nanocomposite layers 

show higher hardness up to 189 HV, which is 13%, 

84%, and 95% higher than microcomposite, FSPed 

Cu, and as-received Cu, respectively. 

 The reduction in the wear rate was greater for Cu/ 

SiCp than FSPed Cu and as-received Cu because  

of the dispersion of SiCps as a hard ceramic phase 

in the Cu matrix. The nanocomposites exhibited 

superior wear resistance of 33%, 59%, and 78% more 

than microcomposites, FSPed Cu, and as-received 

Cu, respectively. 

 The friction coefficient of FSPed Cu was slightly 

higher than that of as-received Cu at low-heat- 

input conditions, and the friction coefficient of the 

surface composites was significantly higher than 

 

Fig. 8 SEM images of wear surface of (a) as-received Cu, (b) FSPed Cu, (c) micro-composite and (d) nano-composite. 
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those of FSPed Cu and as-received Cu. Reduction 

of SiCp size enhanced the wear characteristics of 

the prepared copper-based surface composites. 
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